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THE STRUCTURE OP TORSION-PREE RINGS 
Vlastimil BLAB, Canberra 
(Preliminary communication) 
Throughout this brief communication, R denotes an associa-
tive ring, not necessarily with unity and M a left R-module. 
Let us recall that an R-module N of M is called essential 
in M if 
N A X ^ O for every non-zero R-submodule X of M , 
and that M is called uniform, if every R-submodule N £ M is 
essential in M . By an essential extension of a ring R , we 
shall understand here any ring ¥ containing the ring R as 
an essential R-submodule; R is then called the essential sub-
ring of R* . In accordance with 121 (or f3J),an R-module M is 
said to be torsion-free if there is no non-zero element of M 
whose order (annihilator) is essential in R ; thus, a (left) 
torsion-free ring is just a ring with zero singular ideal in 
the terminology of R.E.JOHNSON [93. Finally, a ring R contai-
ning a direct sum of its uniform (left) ideals which is essen-
tial in R will be called (left) tidy: alternatively, R is 
tidy if and only if each of its (left) ideals contains a> uni-
form (left) ideal of R . 
In its simplified form, the main result relating infecti-
ve hulls of torsion-free tidy rings and matrix rings can be 
presented as follows (cf.tlOl). 
Theorem S. A ring R i s torsion-free and t i d y i f and 
only i f i t s (up-to-an-isomorphism unique) maximal e s sent ia l 
extension i s a d i rect product of f u l l rings W (C> -P ) of 
f in i t e -row C x c matrices over d i v i s i on rings D • 
A straightforward simple proof of Theorem S i s offered 
in £63; the basic idea of the proof goes back to III .The f o l -
lowing routine lemma provides the intermediary s t ep towards 
the matrix representation* 
Lemma. Let M -= © A M^ be a d i rect decomposition of 
a unital R,.-module M .Then the endomorphism ring %M =-* 
* Horn (M,M) i s isomorphic to the ring of a l l SI x II mat-
*1 
rices ( tyc^o" ^ sucn tnat, for every co') <*>" e Jl -
?Ct>'C*>" ° t <*»' ' O b " 
and 
(ii) {m, e M^ J m, e Kw 9^,^ for all but a finite 
number of co's ] =- M ^ , -
For, a torsion-free ring R can be essentially embedded 
in a ring R1 with unity. Furthermore, the injective hull 
H(R) of the unital R„-module R is an essential extension of 1 
R which is (canonically) isomorphic to the endomorphism ring 
^MCR> * H(ym'R (H(R), H ( R ) ) . Since R is tidy, there is 
a direct sum © U % of uniform left ideals which is essen-co o) 
tial in R and thus, denoting by HdJ^ ) an infective hull 
of tL. in H(R), e * © He'll ) is essential in H(R). 
w * ££ CO 
It can be shown that ^ H C R ) = ^ = HcmR CG-? 6 ) and an 
application of Lemma provides the desired conclusion. 
Now, we can improve the theorem showing that the cardi-
nalities C and the division rings D are determined uni-
quely by the ring R (for a f u l l account we refer to C5J); 
the card ina l i t i e s & are, in f a c t , the respect ive 3T -ranks 
of R introduced in [ 3 ] (or [4]) corresponding to the "gene-
ral ized primesw JT of R . The l a t t e r concept can be exten-
ded to a general ring in the fol lowing manner. 
Def in i t ion. Two uniform R-modules U,, and Ua are said 
to be ~ -fcquiyalerrt i f they contain non-zero R-submodules 
V̂  £ U^ and V̂  £ Ua which are R-isomorphic. Let u" 
be a uniform R-module; the se t ^ of> a 1 1 orders of e l e -
ments x belonging to uniform R-mo4ules X ^ -equivalent 
to U i s sa id to be a generalized prime of R (associated 
with U ) • A generalized prime <P of R i s said to be r e l e -
vant i f IP contains l e f t annih i lators of non-zero elements 
of R o 
Denoting by TT̂  the set of a l l relevant generalized 
primes of a tors ion-free ring R , one can show - applying 
the methods of 131 or [4J - that the P-rank r ^ (R) of R 
i s an invariant of R for every (P e TT0 and that , s imi-
lar ly to the unita l case, a d i v i s ion r ing i s associated with 
every 9 e IT* , v i z . D9 = H o w R C U , U ) , U e <P . 
Notice that i f R i s t i d y , evidently 2 ^» CR ) = /c CR.) . 
The refined form of Theorem S then reads: 
Theorem R. Let R be a tors ion-free t i d y ring; for eve-
ry 9 e Trc* , l e t t = /tpCR) and 1>9 be the d i v i s ion 
ring associated with *p • Then the (up-to-an-isomorphism u-
nique) maximal e s sent ia l extension I of R i s the d i rect 
product 
of the ful l <£, x <Xp finite-row matrix rings W ( <Zp , 
J)p ) over D^. 
On the other hand, every essential subring R of the d i -
rect product 
IT tit9 (t„. 2>,% ) 
€ù€Xl CÚ > co 
of the (non-zero) full £ x £Cl> finite-row matrix rings 
7¥l° ( ^ , Jjy) over a division ring D^ is a torsion-free ti-
dy ring R such that the set TTe of all relevant genera-
lized primes of R can be indexed by Jl and £ a top C R) 
for OJ € il ; moreover, D^, is the division ring associated 
with tf* . 
In conclusion, let us point out that if R is a direct 
sum R = © U^, of uniform torsion-free left ideals, then 
the embedding of R into the direct product "5* of matrix 
rings described in the theorems can be chosen in such a WSQT 
that the ideals 0 lie in the respective (uniform) "column" 
ideals of "R • This may help substantially when applying the 
theorems to derive results of the type of WEDDERBURN-AHTIN 
and GOLDIE Theorems (cf.C5J). And the theorems can be favour-
ably applied to obtain such results; this is a consequence of 
the fact that they provide a good, viz. essential, embedding 
into a direct product of full matrix rings over division rings 
of every ring which can possibly be "closely" embedded into 
such matrix rings. This is the fact on which the particular 
value of the theorems rests. To illustrate this feature, let 
us formulate the following version of GOLDIE's results (C7J, 
[83) which can be derived from our Theorem R quite simply fu-
sing the fact that a full matrix ring W CM,,])) of finite 
k x k matrices over a d iv i s ion r ing D i s a ( c l a s s i c a l ) 
l e f t quotient ring for an e s sen t ia l subring R of ^ C<h, 
D ) i f and only i f R i s prime (or semiprime); see 152)• 
Corollary. Let R be a tors ion-free t i d y semiprime (or 
prime) ring such that the ranks r^ (R) are f i n i t e for a l l 
(p e TT0
R . Then, T ^ ^ t ( ^ ( R ) , D^ ) i s the c l a s -
s i c a l l e f t quotient ring for R (or, TT** i c P j . / ^ R ) r / t ( R ) , 
] ) = * ] ) and 33t (n (& ) , \ ) i s the c l a s s i c a l l e f t quo-
t i ent ring for R , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
On the other hand, i f IT 7#t (jfe, , D-, ) with i n t e -
gers k^ £ 1 9 i s the c la s s i ca l l e f t quotient r ing for a 
ring R , then R i s a tors ion-free t idy semiprime ring such 
that the elements of "JT© can be indexed by SL and r-, (R)= 
* k^ for every CJ e SL • i f , in part icular , J l cons i s t s 
of a s ing le element, then R i s prime. 
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